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Drawn to a castle in the forests of Ireland, a beautiful young woman becomes the link to a stranger’s
past―and the curse that has trapped him forever in the eternity of his own dreams....

Reviews of the In Dreams by Nora Roberts,Justine Eyre
breakingthesystem
Listened as unabridged audio. I am totally not a fan of novellas as I like my stories with more meat
and length. However, of all the novellas I have read—with the exception of Susan Hatler's—this one
would have to be my favorite. It is a present day fairy tale that allows you to fall in love with the hero
even in such a short period of time. I LOVED it and it went immediately to the do-over shelf in my
audio book case.
Nuliax
I usually love Nora Roberts books but this left me cold. The plot was so obvious that after the first
chapter you really didn't need to read more...
Konetav
Simple plot with a predictable outcome. A good light read without too much thought required. Of for

real life to be so simple!
Anayaron
the narrator's voice really grates on the nerves and the story was too dark. The book was a very very
big flop.
BlessСhild
I've not reviewed a book before, but after listening to this one I felt I should warn others. This book
is simply awful. There are none of the features that make most of NR's books riveting. So much so
that I went and checked to make sure I hadn't made a mistake about the author.
The premise could be interesting, but in this book is so weak and watery it never quite gets to even
mildly interesting. The characters are so trite and .. well.. uninteresting as well. (The heroine spouts
love within the first couple of chapters, the heros ONLY redeeming qualities are that he can do
magic)
When this book was over I was totally bewildered. I couldn't believe that was it. OH.. and just to be
snarky, the narrator really needs to stop doing a Jan Brady impersonation.. I was about to pull my
hair out by the end. I think her annoying voice may have been the ONLY interesting thing in the
whole book.. but only because I kept trying to figure out why the end of every sentence she said she
dropped an octave and sounded like she was a 6 pack a day smoker.
Get this from the library. Any amount of money is NOT worth it.
Ť.ħ.ê_Ĉ.õ.о.Ł
in dreams by nora roberts antique shop owner is on tour in ireland and gets lost in a forrest. crashes
her car and makes her way to the castle's light.
Flynn is just back to being normal for a week after a century of being frozen in time. Not sure what
is real and what is mystical and magic but they find a
lot of common things. she wakes up the next day, no clothes are torn, car is no longer smashed
against a tree and she has no injuries. he gives her a tale
of what has happened to him, he has dreamed of her for centuries. the week of magic goes by fast. i
won't spoil the ending but it's the stroke of midnight
on the last day when the Keepers have come to a decision as to if they will give Flynn back his life as
a mortal.
I rate this a 5 as I enjoyed the escape into the fairy land that was created.
Tygolar
A short story of romance, mystery, intrigue and magic. I predicted the ending, but it was a fun ride
getting to it.
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